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1 CCF omponents

Name of CCF VALDATE EVALDATE Bloks hanged XSCS ag

RGS1 BADPIX 0012 2000-01-01T22:00:00 2001-06-12T23:00:00 BADPIX NO

RGS1 BADPIX 0013 2001-06-13T00:00:00 2002-11-13T23:00:00 BADPIX NO

RGS1 BADPIX 0014 2001-08-14T22:00:00 2001-09-20T21:00:00 BADPIX NO

RGS1 BADPIX 0015 2002-11-13T23:30:00 | BADPIX NO

RGS1 BADPIX 0016 2002-11-27T21:00:00 | BADPIX NO

RGS2 BADPIX 0012 2000-01-01T22:00:00 2001-06-12T23:00:00 BADPIX NO

RGS2 BADPIX 0013 2001-06-13T00:00:00 2002-11-03T23:00:00 BADPIX NO

RGS2 BADPIX 0014 2001-08-14T22:00:00 2001-09-20T21:00:00 BADPIX NO

RGS2 BADPIX 0015 2002-11-04T00:00:00 | BADPIX NO

2 Changes

This release omprises two fundamental issues onerning bad pixels:

� a number of so-alled "low ount" olumns was established by an analysis performed at SRON

with siene data. Those olumns are due to hot / warm pixels / segments by whih on-

board proessing already removes the events, but no removal registration is done. As a result

a number of spetrosopy hannels have a lower e�etive area than expeted, and produe

"outliers" in the spetral �tting results,

� in November 2002 the operational temperature of the RGS CCDs was dereased from -80C to

-110C. This was performed mainly to redue the e�ets of radiation damages ourred sine

XMM-Newton launh. As a result a drasti redution of hot pixels / olumns was observed.
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Sine the "low ount" olumns we want to ag as "advisory hot olumns" (eg. not to be uploaded

but to be taken as bad in the data analysis) orrespond to those observed disturbed permanently

sine the beginning of the mission, a whole set of CCFs overing all periods has to be released.

3 Sienti� Impat of this Update

The CCFs with indies 0012, 0013 and 0014 over the whole period from begin of the mission to

the time the RGS instruments were ooled down, so they should replae ompletely all the RGS

BADPIX CCFs previously released. They ontain for eah period in time the same bad pixels /

olumns they had in the former valid releases with the adding of the "low ount" olumns as advisory

hot olumns. They replae for an atual analysis date the CCFs with indies 0005, 0006, 0007 and

0008 (using the start and end of validity keywords we ould redue the number of �les to 3 with

following orrespondene: 0012 for 0005, 0014 for 0007 and 0013 for 0006 and 0008). Please refer to

the orresponding former Release Notes for details on the uploaded and advisory hot olumns and

pixels, whih were already present in the CCFs 0005 to 0008.

Five "low ount" olumns in RGS1 and one in RGS2 are agged in the new CCFs (0012 to 0014)

as advisory hot olumns. They have been determined using bright ontinuum soure observations,

distributed more or less uniformly through the whole operational phase. They agged olumns

showed up as "low ount" in all of the observations analysed. The e�et of suh a orretion is made

lear in the omparison of plots in Fig.1.

Figure 1: Left: detail of a �tted spetrum without orreting for "low ount" olumns; right: same

spetrum �tted taking them into aount

After ooling down the RGS instruments, the number of hot pixels dereased drastially. Hot

olumns and pixels were determined using the RGS diagnosti data of two revolutions after ooling.

Results were:
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RGS1 : one hot olumn and �ve hot pixels were found. Three hot olumns have been uploaded

so far, one of them being the one found still to be hot after the CCD ooling. From November 27,

2002, only this one hot olumn will be uploaded. This makes neessary the release of two CCF �les,

one overing the period between ooling of the CCDs and the operational hange on Nov. 27, and

the other one from that date on. Both ontain the same number (5) of advisory hot pixels (instead

of 28 hot pixels plus one hot segment, as prior to ooling). The "low ount" olumns annot be

inluded until a new analysis on this item is performed.

RGS2 : one hot olumn and two hot pixels were found. The hot olumn found is the same

whih has been uploaded ontinuously sine September 2001. Therefore, no operational hanges are

needed and only one CCF is needed, valid from the time the ooling of the CCDs took plae for this

instrument. It ontains the two advisory hot pixels instead of the 15 prior to ooling. Conerning

"low ount" olumns the same omment applies as to RGS1. First heks on RGS2 data indiate

that the "low ount" olumns have disappeared, as expeted, due to ooling of the CCDs.

4 Estimated Sienti� Quality

The inlusion of "low ount" olumns in the CCFs 0012 to 0014 should improve the quality of

spetral �tting, sine the e�etive area for the hannels ontaining them will be properly alulated.

These hannels appeared so far very often as outliers in the �tted signal distributions, if a signi�ant

signal was expeted.

Please take into aount that:

� the "low ount" olumns are agged as if they were hot. When the SAS rgsbadpix task runs

(with parameter "withadvisory=yes", whih is the default), it will hek those advisory hot

olumns and issue a "disrepany" warning that the olumn was not found hot in the telemetry.

� only the permanent "low ount" olumns have been agged, eg the ones showing with a high

frequeny this disturbane. There is a number of a�eted olumns showing this e�et only

from time to time, so that they annot be agged this way. They show up also as outliers in

the spetral �ts beause of their redued e�etive area.

5 Expeted Updates

Updates ould be expeted after the analysis of bad pixels with siene data post-ooling is done.

"Low ount" olumns should be re-established, if any, as well as those hot pixels / olumns whih

do not show up in diagnosti mode, but only in spetrosopy mode.
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6 Test proedures

General heks:

� use FV (or another �ts viewer) for �le inspetion. It should ontain 2 binary extensions

(BADPIX and BADPIX1)

� use the SAS task CALVIEW to see if the CAL digests and uses the new �les.

7 Summary of the test results

The �ts viewer fv was used to inspet all 9 CCF �les, wrt their struture, validity dates and ontents

of the �rst extension (BADPIX). Everything OK.

The SAS task ifbuild was run several times using data orresponding to periods overed by the

di�erent CCFs in order to hek the orret seletions. Seletions were orretly done.

Finally the SAS task alview was used to prove that all these alibration �les are ingested

orretly by the CAL, by pointing to the di�erent Calibration Index Files and produing bad pixel

plots.


